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Abstract: Mobile edge computing (MEC) effectively integrates wireless network and Internet
technologies and adds computing, storage, and processing functions to the edge of cellular networks.
This new network architecture model can deliver services directly from the cloud to the very
edge of the network while providing the best efficiency in mobile networks. However, due to
the dynamic, open, and collaborative nature of MEC network environments, network security issues
have become increasingly complex. Devices cannot easily ensure obtaining satisfactory and safe
services because of the numerous, dynamic, and collaborative character of MEC devices and the
lack of trust between devices. The trusted cooperative mechanism can help solve this problem.
In this paper, we analyze the MEC network structure and device-to-device (D2D) trusted cooperative
mechanism and their challenging issues and then discuss and compare different ways to establish
the D2D trusted cooperative relationship in MEC, such as social trust, reputation, authentication
techniques, and intrusion detection. All these ways focus on enhancing the efficiency, stability,
and security of MEC services in presenting trustworthy services.

Keywords: mobile edge computing; trusted cooperative mechanism; D2D; social trust; reputation;
authentication techniques

1. Introduction

Mobile edge computing (MEC) is a new computing model for service providers challenged to
meet large-scale user demands for improved service speed [1–4]. Especially in the 5G era, MEC can
provide users with fast and real-time services [5–8]. From the perspective of the network architecture,
MEC enables some of the cloud computing tasks to be undertaken by edge computing devices.
The main idea behind the new architecture is to reduce network latency and improve applications by
performing related processing tasks close to the end devices [9–12].

MEC is deployed as a supplement and extension of cloud computing for the mobility and
efficiency needs of network entities [13,14]. Mobile devices usually receive services from cloud
centers, which result in high latency and mobility-related issues [15,16]. MEC can solve these
issues by bringing the processing to the edge of the network leveraging mobile base stations
(BSs). The European Telecommunications Standards Institute has introduced the concept of Mobile
Edge computing where mobile users can utilize the computing services from the BS [17]. Many
research works are based on the opinion that some edge users are willing to share a portion of the
computational capabilities of their mobile devices and exchange information as a result of different
incentives ranging from their willingness to share resources to direct financial gains [18–22]. With the
development of terminal devices, mobile edge devices have more and more powerful computing and
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storage capabilities. In the MEC environment, mobile edge devices can not only be users of services,
but also providers of services and information.

Compared with other network computing modes, the MEC environment has more serious
and complex security problems [23–28]. In large-scale MEC environments, the network ecological
environment comprises different building blocks, such as cloud data centers, MEC platforms,
service providers, and edge devices with diverse, dynamic, mobile, and cooperative behavior.
The importance and complexity of the security problem lie not only in protecting the security of
the edge computing system itself, but also in reducing the security risk caused by the cooperation
of unfamiliar nodes, thus improving the security of the whole cooperative computing environment.
Meanwhile, the existence of mobile devices, which utilize edge services anytime and anywhere, should
be fully considered [29].

The trusted cooperative mechanism provides capabilities for dynamic behavior perception for
service provision and can take precautionary measures against malicious service behaviors from
authenticated service providers [30,31]. As a complementary technology with traditional network
security, the trusted cooperative mechanism provides the corresponding access control by judging
the quality of service (QoS), and it makes traditional security services highly reliable by ensuring that
all communicating devices are trustworthy during service cooperation [32]. The trusted cooperative
mechanism can help solve the problems associated with the above technological configurations [30–32].

Security solutions and the trusted cooperative mechanism in other network environments such
as cloud computing and D2D are not completely suitable for edge computing. In the large-scale
MEC environment, the network ecological environment is large-scale, complex, and dynamic. At the
same time, the behavior of a large number of edge devices is diverse, dynamic, mobile, and cooperative.
Compared with other network computing modes, the security problem in MEC is more complex,
and large-scale use of mobile devices will bring new security challenges and threats to the deployment
of edge cloud servers. Because of the strong mobility of edge devices, new devices in an MEC cluster
may never interact with edge service providers or any other devices before getting edge computing
services. The D2D trusted cooperative mechanism can help the system evaluate the reliability of such
devices, thus ensuring that the system has good dynamic scalability.

The trust cooperative mechanism has become the most important issue for constraining the
large-scale deployment and usage of MEC [21,33–36]. Compared with traditional technologies,
the MEC architecture has many unique features, such as edge computing resources belonging to
each edge user and such resources being completely distributed, heterogeneous, and offset; moreover,
these features indicate that unmodified traditional security mechanisms no longer can be used in the
MEC architecture [34]. The issue of trusted MEC is a paramount concern of most enterprises. A lack of
trust between edge users and providers has hindered the universal acceptance of MEC as an outsourced
computing model. Trust is the estimation of the competence of a service provider to complete a task
based on reliability, security, and availability in the context of a distributed environment. Trust
also enables users to select the most trustworthy resources according to their service requirements.
Thus, the development of a dynamically-trusted cooperative technology for MEC has become a key
and urgent research direction [21,30–36]. The open MEC collaborative environment involves a large
number of terminal devices, and trust is one of the most complex concepts from the perspective of
the interaction between terminal devices; many decision factors, such as assumptions, expectations,
and behavior, are also involved. Thus, quantifying and forecasting trusted cooperative relationship
accurately is extremely difficult [37–41]. Providing highly trustworthy resources necessitates an
accurate method for measuring and predicting the usage patterns of MEC resources, whose patterns
dynamically change over time. As a result, the degree of trust in service providers should be objectively
evaluated based on the real-time service behavior of MEC devices. At the same time, trust itself is
a comprehensive index for guaranteeing security, and it needs to identify several trust targets of a
service provider, i.e., security, availability, and reliability [35,36]. Each target can be reflected by some
measured value, such as security, which refers to the prevention of unauthorized access to a system.
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Unauthorized access can be detected according to the number of illegal connections and scanning of
important ports [42–46]. Reliability refers to the provision of a trusted service for a given duration and
can be evaluated by average response time and average task success ratio. Availability refers to the
probability of readiness of the trust and can be evaluated by the CPU frequency, memory size, hard
disk capacity, and transmission rate of networking devices.

The trusted cooperative mechanism is based on the concept of the frequent interaction between
edge devices and edge servers and the frequent interaction between edge devices. It evaluates the
behavior and service reliability of collaborative entities by dynamically acquiring service behavior,
thus to solve the corresponding access control problems and ensure the security of all edge nodes
during authentication, authorization, and service collaboration. In this manner, the whole system
becomes highly secure and trustworthy. The trusted cooperative mechanism can be divided into three
main stages: trusted cooperative relationship modeling, trusted cooperative relationship calculation
and confirmation, and trusted cooperative relationship evolution.

The trusted cooperative mechanism is more than trusted management. Trusted management
usually means a trusted management platform supported by hardware security modules, which is
widely used in computing and communication systems to improve security. It is an important part of
the trusted cooperative mechanism and provides one of the methods to confirm the trusted cooperative
relationship by trusted authentication.

The D2D trusted management and cooperative mechanism in MEC is now a frontier and important
research area with a few research results. At present, the trust cooperative mechanism developed for
MEC is in the initial stage of development. D2D can work together with MEC and plays an important
role in MEC. Some researchers assume that some edge users are willing to share a portion of the
computational capabilities of their mobile devices and exchange information because of different
incentives ranging from their willingness to share resources to direct financial gains. Some studies
in MEC are based on the interaction between mobile edge devices in the MEC system architecture,
application pattern, security mechanisms, and the trusted management and cooperative mechanism.
In this paper, we present a review of the D2D trusted cooperative mechanism developed for MEC.
The sections are organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the MEC structure and the trusted
cooperative mechanism and their challenging issues. Section 3 reviews various trusted cooperative
relation models. Section 4 concludes the research and presents directions for improvements.

2. Concept and Architecture of the MEC Trusted Cooperative Mechanism

2.1. Mobile Edge Computing Architecture and Applications

The rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G network communication technology
makes the era of intelligent communication of the number of mobile communication nodes and
the amount of data generated increase exponentially, and the mobile communication environment
has become increasingly complex [47]. New applications have put forward higher requirements
on mobility, timeliness, reliability, and other aspects, which the centralized data model of cloud
computing services can hardly meet, and MEC has consequently emerged as a solution to solve these
problems [29].

MEC networks present another type of mechanism of scheduling and utilizing computing
and service resources compared with cloud computing. As shown in Figure 1, MEC assigns
computing tasks originally performed by cloud servers to network edge devices with computing
and analysis capabilities; in this manner, the system can reduce the pressure of network bandwidth,
improve computing efficiency and timeliness, reduce the pressure of the cloud computing center,
and improve security and reliability, thereby perfectly solving the issues caused by mobile IoT and its
services [13,15,16]. Typical applications of MEC include computing, caching, and communications [48].
Despite the advantages of MEC, such as low latency and high energy efficiency, the computing
resources of edge networks are still limited. In exploiting the merits of both the edge networks
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and the cloud platforms at the core network, the cooperation between them is valuable [48]. At the
same time, the collaboration between terminal devices is also one of the important applications
of MEC. For example, applications, such as crowdsensing, information sharing, and social community
construction, can be implemented between two edge devices in a device-to-device (D2D) manner.
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Figure 1. Mobile edge computing architecture.

MEC provides a convenient and reliable service model for operators, equipment providers,
IT platform providers, and system integrators. In addition to reducing the congestion of mobile
core networks, MEC delivers low latency. Moreover, edge computing provides a way to collect and
process information at local edge devices instead of the data center/cloud. MEC can also provide near
real-time analysis of data, and it can cut expenses anchored to operations and data management [49].

Many MEC application cases are already being realized in the industrial field. For example,
augmented reality network services need an application to analyze data from a user’s edge camera
to construct a digital representation of the world layered with information, such as images or text.
In particular, the application needs to know the user’s location information and actions. Supporting an
augmented reality service on an MEC platform over the cloud is beneficial because the data relevant
to the point of interest are highly localized. In this case, the MEC platform instead of the centralized
server handles the user’s whereabouts quickly and with low latency.

In the past few years, a large number of connected cars have flooded the automotive industry.
As the data collected by connected cars increase, much lower latency is required. In storing and
processing data, MEC can extend the connected car cloud to the mobile BS in which the data can be
stored and processed near the car quickly. Besides, this technology allows the driver to receive alerts
from other vehicles in real time.

2.2. D2D Trusted Cooperative Mechanism in MEC

Orchestrating diverse security mechanisms in large-scale MEC environments is an important and
complex issue. In large-scale MEC environments, the network ecological environment is particularly
complex and dynamic. This type of network comprises different building blocks, such as cloud
data centers, MEC platforms, service providers, and service users. Moreover, a large number of edge
devices whose behavior is diverse, dynamic, mobile, and cooperative need to cooperate efficiently
with one another and edge data centers anytime and anywhere [29,48]. Compared with other network
computing modes, the security problem between devices in the MEC environment is more complex.
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Numerous security threats are the key factors that restrict MEC development and popularization.
Without strong guaranteed security and the trusted cooperative mechanism, the advantages of
MEC will be concealed by malicious attacks, cooperative deception, and other security threats.
The consequences will be extremely serious if the computing capabilities are brought to the edge
without an effective security mechanism. The importance and complexity of the security problem
lie not only in protecting the security of the edge computing system itself, but also in reducing the
security risk brought by cooperating with unfamiliar nodes; in this manner, the security of the whole
cooperative computing environment can be improved. Meanwhile, the existence of mobile devices,
which utilize edge services anytime and anywhere, should be considered [29].

In [34], the author proposed a trustworthy D2D cooperative mechanism in the MEC architecture
with a cloud platform (Figure 2). Edge computing pushes part of the calculation task from cloud data
centers to proxy servers at the edge of the network during data processing, and this configuration can
bring several potential advantages as follows: dealing with applications at the edge, which reduces
network latency and produces much faster responses to the service requests of users; adding edge
servers close to device clusters, which is likely a much cheaper way of achieving scalability than
fortifying the servers in the cloud data center, which can also increase the network bandwidth for
users; and removing the single point of failure in the infrastructure by lowering the dependency on
the cloud data center, which can reduce the susceptibility to denial of service attacks and improve
service availability. As shown in Figure 2, the trustworthy edge computing architecture based on the
multi-source feedback trust calculation mechanism comprises three layers: a network layer, a broker
layer, and device a layer [34].

• The network layer is supported by the traditional cloud computing platform. The central server
that hosts the master database is located within a professionally-managed cloud data center.
Cloud computing promises more power, safer data, and easier access to the information and
tools needed for successful implementation in any industry or organization compared with
the alternatives. In this condition, we can assume that the cloud data center is reliable and always
available, while attacks and other risks to the central server are beyond the scope of this work.

• The broker layer is used to monitor the service behavior of devices and aggregate the feedback
from these devices. In an open edge computing environment, a large number of undependable
(or malicious) devices and feedback from these undependable devices may yield incorrect
evaluation results. However, the limited work at present mainly focuses on a reliable feedback
mechanism for an edge computing environment. Hence, we extend traditional feedback
mechanisms such that feedback can come not only from devices, but also from brokers,
thus effectively reducing networking risk and improving system reliability. More importantly,
different from traditional feedback aggregation mechanisms, the trust aggregate calculation
based on feedback information is entirely derived from brokers. This approach can reduce the
energy costs of devices and render the proposed trust mechanism a lightweight scheme from the
perspective of client energy cost.

• The device layer consists of various edge devices. In the process of service coordination,
multiple participating devices communicate with the brokers through the Internet via WiFi
or cellular access points. The devices are divided into different domains based on their location,
and each domain is managed by a broker. In the area of wireless computer networking,
the broker is derived from the BS. A radio receiver/transmitter serves as the hub of the
local wireless network, and it may also serve as the gateway between a wired network and
the wireless network. The device layer typically consists of a low-power transmitter and
wireless router. After completing a service collaboration, both devices will submit mutual
evaluation information to the broker. Before the collaborative service of the two devices, a device
will send a request message to its broker to ensure the trustworthiness of the collaborator.
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Figure 2. Trustworthy D2D cooperative mechanism in the mobile edge computing (MEC) architecture
with the cloud platform.

The D2D trustworthy cooperative mechanism as a complementary technology to the traditional
network security mechanism can provide a basis for reliable decision making for entity interaction
in the MEC network environment. It evaluates the behavior and service reliability of collaborative
nodes by dynamically acquiring service behavior, thus to solve the corresponding access control
problems and ensure the security of all edge nodes during authentication, authorization, and service
collaboration. In this manner, the whole system becomes highly secure and trustworthy.

The D2D trusted cooperative mechanism in large-scale MEC environments may be one of the
most important, but difficult issues in the security mechanisms. Billions of mobile edge devices that
also provide computation services can cooperate anytime and anywhere with one another among
edge data centers. These devices and centers initially need to know if other mobile edge devices
or edge data centers are safe or trusted in identity, capability, performance, stability, and efficiency;
otherwise, they will encounter unsatisfactory services and even affect the information disclosure or
cause privacy issues, virus problems, and malicious attacks.

2.3. Classification of the Trusted Cooperative Mechanism

In distributed network environments, the trusted cooperative mechanism gauges the device
according to its trustworthiness in identity, honesty, performance, ability, and stability. The trusted
cooperative mechanism can be classified in many ways.

Classification according to different substances: The trusted cooperative mechanism can be
classified on the basis of QoS or social trust. Trust based on QoS considers energy, unselfishness,
competence, cooperativeness, reliability, and task completion capability. Social trust considers intimacy,
honesty, privacy, centrality, and connectivity [50].

Classification according to different angles of performance: The trusted cooperative mechanism
can be classified on the basis of behavioral trust or identity trust. Identity trust is mainly concerned
with verifying the authenticity of the identity of entities in the network to determine whether they
are authorized to access entities. Behavioral trust is concerned with trust in a broader sense. Users
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can adjust and update their trust relationship in a dynamic and timely manner according to their past
experience of contact with one another.

Classification according to different sources of trust: The trusted cooperative mechanism can be
classified on the basis of direct trust, indirect trust, or overall trust. Direct trust describes the experience
of direct interaction between two entities. Indirect trust represents trust between two entities through
indirect feedback from third parties. Overall trust is the combination of direct trust and indirect trust.

In large-scale MEC environments and on the basis of participation at different network levels, the
trusted cooperative mechanism can be classified on the basis of the centralized model, the distributed
model, or the semi-centralized model. In the centralized trusted cooperative mechanism, cloud servers
are responsible for information collection, computing, and feedback. This first mechanism has
the advantage of memory usage and calculation, but it is limited in terms of reliability, stability,
high communication overhead, scalability, efficiency, and adaptability. In the distributed trusted
cooperative mechanism, the edge device itself performs all the collection, computing, and decision
making without considering the participation of cloud servers or edge servers. This second mechanism
has the advantage of reliability, scalability, stability, and low bandwidth pressure, but it is limited in
terms of calculation ability, efficiency, and adaptability. In the semi-centralized trusted cooperative
mechanism, edge devices perform under the control of BSs or edge servers, which can respond
to the information collection, computing, and feedback without the participation of cloud servers.
This third mechanism has the advantage of reliability, scalability, stability, efficiency, adaptability,
and low bandwidth pressure.

2.4. Trusted Edge Computing Network Control Structure

The trusted cooperative mechanism can be generally divided into three parts: the confirmation
of the trusted cooperative relation model, the establishment of the trusted factor indication system,
and the calculation and evaluation of the trusted value.

The trusted cooperative relation model is the foundation of the trusted cooperative mechanism.
The confirmation of the trusted cooperative relationship in large-scale MEC environments may be
one of the most important but difficult issues in security mechanisms and the trusted cooperative
mechanism. A trusted cooperative relation can be established in many ways, such as trusted
cooperative relations based on social trust, authentication techniques, and intrusion detection.

The trusted MEC network control structure mainly includes three aspects: a cloud service layer,
a service control layer, and an edge termination layer. As shown in Figure 3, the integrated trusted
indicators of the trusted network coordination mechanism for edge computing include four aspects:
identity credibility assessment, behavior credibility assessment, capability credibility assessment,
and security credibility assessment.

• Trust of identity: This indicator is mainly used to confirm the uniqueness of an entity and
decide whether the entity can be authorized. The main considerations are identity authentication,
access control, common technologies for authentication, authorization, encryption, data hiding,
digital signature, public-key certificate, and access control policy.

• Trust of behavior: The entity’s historical behavior record and current behavior characteristics are
used to judge the entity’s trust and behavioral expectation dynamically, and the access and service
authority are given according to the trust of the entity, which is undeniable and authoritative.
In different network environments, the trust evaluation model of an entity’s behavior is extremely
extensive. Obtaining the trust value of the entity through direct evaluation and indirect evaluation
and performing an aggregation algorithm calculation are therefore proposed.

• The capability of trust: This indicator refers to the ability and reliability of the entity’s
response time, available bandwidth, storage space, computing power, and mission execution
success rate. In the field of trusted computing, previous types of trusted computer systems were
based entirely on the assumption that hardware devices and network communications were secure
and reliable. However, in actual large-scale edge computing network environments, hardware
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devices or network communications are highly likely to be unstable and unreliable during the
interaction process. The trust of the edge devices is perceived and monitored in a trusted computer
system. Moreover, dynamic measurement is a necessary indicator.

• Security of MEC: This indicator comprehensively considers the security credibility of entities from
the aspects of privacy protection, data security, and sharing security. In large-scale MEC network
environments, users do not want their privacy, personal data, personal behavior characteristics,
and other information to be mastered by the server or the cloud. After processing the user
information, the mobile edge device extracts the necessary information and uploads the result to
the cloud server, which greatly enhances the privacy protection of the user, ensures data security,
and guarantees shared security. Therefore, the trust evaluation of the security of the edge devices
in terms of privacy protection, data security, and sharing security is also an important indicator.
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Figure 3. Trusted edge computing network control structure.

3. Existing Trusted Cooperative Relation Models

The trusted cooperative mechanism of MEC can effectively provide a basis for decision making
about the interaction of network entities, and it is the foundation for the survival and development
of MEC. This approach can efficiently solve the security problems of MEC, particularly by using the
trusted cooperative mechanism. In large-scale MEC environments, the confirmation of the trusted
cooperative relationship is the foundation of the trusted cooperative mechanism. Current studies have
focused on the following aspects.

3.1. Trusted Cooperative Relation Model Based on Social Trust

Ying et al. [20] presented a social trust relation scheme to enhance the security of mobile social
networks by using uncertain reasoning to derive trust values due to the uncertainty in trust evaluation.
Trust evaluation from direct observations and indirect observations was derived from the Bayesian
inference approach and Dempster–Shafer theory, respectively. By combining these two trust values,
a more accurately estimated trust value of a mobile user can be obtained for social trust evaluation,
which is one of the factors that should be considered comprehensively. Meanwhile, a deep Q-learning
algorithm was exploited to solve the formulated optimization problem by considering dynamic
scenarios. Extensive simulation results showed the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Habak et al. [18] proposed the femtocloud system that provides a dynamic, self-configuring,
and multi-device mobile cloud from a cluster of mobile devices, which build trust based on in-person
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and social relationships. The mobile devices must be willing to share a portion of their computational
capabilities as a result of different incentives, which range from their willingness to share resources to
their willingness to share direct financial gains. A femtocloud controller was responsible for deciding
which mobile devices will be added to the compute cluster in the current environment according to
their preferences and behavior in different scenarios, after which it assigned tasks to available devices
to maximize the metric of interest. The evaluation demonstrated the potential of femtocloud clustering
to provide meaningful computational resources at the edge.

In [34], the authors proposed a reliable and lightweight trust computing mechanism for IoT Edge
devices, after which it rapidity, real-timeliness, effectiveness, and accuracy were comprehensively
considered, which enabled users to focus on issues related to trust calculation in IoT edge computing.
The global trust degree of devices was used as a measure of the provider’s competence to provide
the required service, which comprised three parts: direct trust (based on direct interaction records
between two devices), feedback trust from other edge devices, and feedback trust from service brokers.
Processing the trust calculation at the edge of the network without the participation of the central
network was much more efficient. Furthermore, a feedback information fusion algorithm based on
objective information entropy theory was adopted to enhance adaptability and reliability.

Huang et al. [28] proposed the adoption of a reputation management mechanism based
on familiarity, similarity, and timeliness, which should be applied to the reputation calculation of edge
devices close to mobile vehicles in the edge computing environment of vehicle networks. A distributed
reputation management system for mobile vehicles to perform local reputation management services
was proposed. The system collected, weighed, and aggregated all vehicle reputation in the region
to form a letter. The reputation knowledge base used multiple weighted subjective logic to calculate
and update the reputation value, and it designed and used a resource optimization allocation
algorithm based on the reputation value to compute unloading scenarios. This scheme can enhance
security protection, improve overall performance, and help service providers optimize resource
allocation during unloading.

3.2. Trusted Cooperative Relation Model Based on Authentication Techniques

Echeverria et al. [51] presented a solution to establish trusted identities in disconnected
environments based on secure key generation and exchange in the field without a trusted third party.
A threat model for disconnected environments was identified, and the solution to establish trust
was implemented in the context of a client/server tactical cloudlets systems, which consisted of
four subprocesses: bootstrapping, pairing, WiFi authentication, and API requests. The first two
processes performed the actual trust establishment; the other two processes authenticated a paired
device requesting access at the WiFi and network level, respectively. Then, new components and four
different communication protocols were added. The solution can be applied to any form of trusted
communication between two or more computing nodes. The implementation was evaluated against
the threat model and by performing vulnerability analysis. The results about the resilient solution
could address most of the threats and characteristics of disconnected environments if combined with
proper application-, OS-, network-, and site-level controls.

Cui et al. [52] proposed an efficient message authentication scheme based on the edge computing
of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) that included trusted authority, roadside units (RSU), and any
vehicle equipped with an onboard unit, in which the vehicle participating in the message authentication
was called an edge computing vehicle (ECV). The RSU acted as the cloud of the vehicle, and a part
of the vehicle acted as an edge-computing node to assist the RSU with the message authentication
task. A number of ECVs were elected to assist the RSU in authenticating the message signature sent by
nearby vehicles. Then, the results of the RSU were based on the available computation power of the
vehicle. The RSU verified the results sent from the ECVs, determined the legitimacy of these messages,
and finally, broadcast the information regarding the legitimacy to the vehicle through a cuckoo filter.
Consequently, the vehicle needed to only query the filter to determine whether the message was
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valid, and it did not need to verify the received messages independently in most cases. The security
analytical results showed that the proposed scheme could meet the basic security requirements of
VANETs and improve the efficiency of message authentication.

Goh et al. [53] studied the architecture of trusted data dissemination in edge computing.
User requirements, equipment requirements, security factors, and resource configuration were
determined according to different application requirements. Three architecture schemes were proposed
to verify the authenticity and accuracy of the query results generated by the edge servers. The first
trusted mechanism did not need a security guarantee from the edge service providers and instead
adopted the solution based on the Merkle hash tree. The second trusted mechanism recognized
that although the edge service providers themselves were not sufficiently secure, they could trust a
minimum number of edge servers to process queries and then collectively verify the results. The trusted
data forwarding mechanism proposed by Goh et al. was based on edge servers that ran different
operating systems and used different security products to protect them, which made it more difficult
for attackers to endanger all edge servers without being detected at the same time. The third trusted
mechanism combined the first two schemes, i.e., a single edge server generated query results and
forwarded them to a set of validators for verification.

3.3. Trusted Cooperative Relation Model Based on Intrusion Detection

Mtibaa et al. [22] proposed HoneyBot, a defense technique for D2D malicious communication to
detect and isolate malicious nodes in MEC platforms. This technique consisted of selecting a set of
mobile devices/machines called HoneyBot nodes (or HoneyBots). These nodes aimed to detect any
malicious activity or insider attacks and coordinate with other neighboring nodes to track the malicious
node or botmaster for isolation. Detection and tracking algorithms were proposed and investigated to
leverage insecure D2D-infected communication channels, thus accurately and efficiently identifying
suspected malicious nodes and isolating them. The data-driven evaluation and analysis, based on
three real-world mobility traces, showed that the number and placement of HoneyBot nodes in the
network could considerably affect tracking delay and detection accuracy.

Kozik et al. [54] proposed an attack detection approach based on distributed extreme learning
machine (ELM) technology, which leveraged HPC cluster resources for time-consuming and
computationally-expensive classifier training. The design and properties of the ELM classifier enabled
the efficient computation and analysis of the collected data in the edge computing environment.
The proposed approach analyzed and classified online the aggregated traffic captured by NetFlows on
specific edge nodes located in the proximity of the data sources to be protected. The ELM classifier
training process could be decoupled and shifted to the edge cloud to benefit only the edge computing
capabilities required to perform traffic classification effectively based on much more sophisticated
pre-built models. Moreover, the effectiveness of the proposed detection scheme was proven by using
a variety of experiments on real-world attack datasets.

3.4. Comparison of Trusted Cooperative Relation Models for MEC

Current studies showed that the trusted cooperative relationship in MEC could be confirmed
in many ways, and they all focused on enhancing the efficiency, accuracy, stability, and scalability of
MEC services. In addition, these schemes could be improved in certain aspects. Table 1 shows the
comparison of current MEC trusted cooperative relation models based on different trusted cooperative
bases, network latency, calculation efficiency, reliability, scalability, and memory usage.

The trusted cooperative architecture can be centralized, semi-centralized, or hybrid with
clusters/groups and distributed edge devices. In the centralized trusted cooperative architecture,
the trusted cooperative relationship is calculated and fed back by central servers with excellent
calculation efficiency and memory usage, but network latency, such as trusted central DBMS [53],
which is above the edge servers. In the semi-centralized trusted cooperative architecture, edge
servers/clouds/brokers are responsible for trusted information collection and trusted cooperative
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relationship calculation with less network latency and satisfactory calculation efficiency and memory
usage. The hybrid trusted cooperative architecture is a combination of the distributed and
semi-centralized structure where both edge servers/clouds/brokers and edge devices are involved in
the trusted cooperative relationship calculation with satisfactory performance in all respects.

The trusted calculation methods of the trusted cooperative mechanism include methods based
on social trust, reputation, authentication, and intrusion detection. The edge service provider
can be edge servers/clouds/brokers or both edge servers/clouds/brokers and edge devices.
Meanwhile, the trusted cooperative relationship calculation can be processed and stored in edge
servers/clouds/brokers or the trusted central DBMS.

Table 2 shows the comparison of current MEC trusted cooperative relation models based on
different trust calculation executors, edge service providers, and the trusted cooperative architecture.

Table 1. Comparison of trusted cooperative relation models for MEC I.

Trusted Cooperative Relation Model Basics Network Latency Calculation Efficiency

Ying et al. [20] Social Trust Medium Low
Habak et al. [18] Social Trust Low Medium
Yuan et al. [34] Social Trust Low High

Huang et al. [28] Reputation Low Medium
Echeverria et al. [51] Authentication Medium High

Cui et al. [52] Authentication Low Medium
Goh et al. [53] Authentication Medium High

Mtibaa et al. [22] Intrusion Detection Low Medium
Kozik et al. [54] Intrusion Detection High Low

Trusted Cooperative Relation Model Reliability Scalability Memory Usage

Ying et al. [20] High High High
Habak et al. [18] Medium Medium Medium
Yuan et al. [34] High High High

Huang et al. [28] Medium Medium Medium
Echeverria et al. [51] High High High

Cui et al. [52] Medium Medium Medium
Goh et al. [53] High High High

Mtibaa et al. [22] Medium Medium Medium
Kozik et al. [54] High High High

Table 2. Comparison of trusted cooperative relation models for MEC II.

Trusted Cooperative Relation Model Basics Trust Calculation Executor

Ying et al. [20] Social Trust BSs
Habak et al. [18] Social Trust Edge Servers
Yuan et al. [34] Social Trust Edge Brokers

Huang et al. [28] Reputation Edge Servers
Echeverria et al. [51] Authentication Edge Servers

Cui et al. [52] Authentication Edge Servers
Goh et al. [53] Authentication Trusted Central DBMS

Mtibaa et al. [22] Intrusion Detection Edge Servers
Kozik et al. [54] Intrusion Detection Edge Clouds

Trusted Cooperative Relation Model Edge Service Provider Architecture

Ying et al. [20] BSs and Edge Devices Hybrid
Habak et al. [18] Edge Servers Hybrid
Yuan et al. [34] Edge Brokers and Edge Devices Hybrid

Huang et al. [28] Edge Servers Semi-centralized
Echeverria et al. [51] Edge Servers Semi-centralized

Cui et al. [52] Edge Servers Semi-Centralized
Goh et al. [53] Edge Servers Centralized

Mtibaa et al. [22] Edge Servers and Edge Devices Hybrid
Kozik et al. [54] Edge Clouds Semi-centralized
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4. Conclusions and Future Directions

The D2D trusted cooperative mechanism in MEC was discussed and analyzed in this paper.
MEC is a distributed network that assigns computing tasks originally performed by cloud servers
to network edge devices with computing and analysis capabilities, where edge devices can not
only enjoy edge services, but also provide edge services. The D2D trusted cooperative mechanism
can help edge entities establish trusted cooperative relationships and achieve satisfactory and safe
services. Then, the different schemes to establish the trusted cooperative relationship in MEC, such as
social trust, reputation, authentication techniques, and intrusion detection, were determined and
compared. All these schemes focused on enhancing the efficiency, accuracy, stability, and scalability for
MEC services and had different performances in MEC environments. Future research on the trusted
cooperative mechanism of MEC should adequately consider the following: the features of MEC, such
as the function of edge servers or BS; the numerous, dynamic, and collaborative characteristic of
MEC edge devices; and the MEC server requirement of stability, security, real-timeliness, and many
other factors.

MEC is a revolutionary architecture of wireless mobile networks. The system has many
new features compared with the existing 3G/4G/5G cellular systems, and it has better QoE/QoS
performance and flexibility. Therefore, a wide variety of research challenges and opportunities should
be considered in future research [21,33–35,48].

• Trusted MEC application and deployment: We can combine trust management with incentive
mechanisms to encourage collaboration across devices. Implementing and evaluating our
proposed trust calculation mechanism on various edge computing systems, such as distributed
file sharing, is an important direction of future research.

• Overall trust adaptive computing: We should fully consider the weight distribution issue in the
fused computation of direct trust and feedback trust. The implementation of convergence and the
accurate, rapid, objective, and dynamic computing of overall trust evaluation and prediction are
also important directions of future research.

• Trusted data acquisition and storage: The main tasks of trusted data collection include
identity data, behavior data, security data, and capability data. The efficient data collection
mechanism for calculating direct trust and feedback is a basic task for deploying trusted
MEC applications.

• Trust analysis and calculation: Trust analysis and calculation include three core tasks: direct trust
calculation, feedback trust calculation, and overall trust fusion calculation. By adopting an
effective adaptive machine learning algorithm, we can accurately calculate and predict direct trust,
feedback trust, and overall trust. According to the result of the trust calculation, the related mobile
node can perform access control authorization.

• Seamless integration of trusted collaboration mechanisms with existing mobile IoT systems:
The mobility of the mobile IoT environment and the characteristics of nodes belonging to different
management domains can be combined. In this manner, a high-trust network collaborative
management framework based on identity trust and behavior trust can be achieved by
the domain. Moreover, the trustworthy behavior between domains can be fed back and monitored,
and complex management is established. The network environment and the various external
interferences can then achieve stability and adaptive reliability in the MEC network.
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